The objectives of the research were to describe the forms and the functions of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. The researcher used descriptive qualitative method in classifying and analyzing the forms and functions of joke. Ghostbusters 2016 movie was chosen as object of the research. The researcher used documentation in collecting the data. Technique for analyzing the data was identification, classification, reduction, description and conclusion. The result of the research: 1) form; 5 words (proper noun, determiner, uncountable noun), 7 phrases (prepositional phrase, noun phrase, verb phrase), and 59 sentences (simple sentence, complex sentence, compound sentence, imperative sentence, exclamatory sentence). 2) function; joke to build sense of togetherness in informal setting that was used in close relationship 10 jokes, joke to amuse others and her/him self in informal setting that was used in close relationship 22 jokes, joke to hostile others with violent behavior and teasing in informal setting that was used in distant relationship 10 jokes. In brief, the most frequent form and function was used in Ghostbusters 2016 movie was simple sentence and using joke to amuse others and her/him self in informal setting that was used in close relationship was the most frequent used in Ghostbusters 2016 movie.
INTRODUCTION
Sociolinguistics is the study of language that focuses on language use and language development in society. According to Aronoff and Miller (2001: 563) , sociolinguistics is the empirical study of how language is used in society. It explains why we spoke differently in different social contexts and it concerns in identifying the social functions of language and how the ways it is used to convey the meaning.
There are social factors which influence the language use. They are participants, setting or social context, topic and function. In using language in conversation, speaker and listener must understand each other and make their conversation is not bored. If speaker can dominate the conversation by using funny words, it can make the hearer feel enjoyment and the speaker can get more attention from the hearer. Joke is one of the ways to make their conversation is not bored and it will make their conversation more interesting and enjoying.
A joke is an orderly sequence of sentences (written or spoken) working as a unit intentionally used by a speaker to amuse the hearer (Ahmadvand & Dastejerdi, 2013: 54) . Joke is part of language and also part of humor. According to Villevort (2014: 2) , jokes are part of our everyday language, it cannot be taken for granted that joke always understood correctly. Joke can be found everywhere. It may appear in novels, movies or in everyday conversation and in movies, the most jokes are found in comedy movie. Comedy movie is genre of movie that emphasizes humor and joke. Comedy movie can make people feeling enjoyable.
In movies, the most joke is found in comedy movie. Comedy movie is genre of movie that emphasizes humor and joke. Comedy movie can make people feeling enjoyable. According to Patrika (n.d) , the importance of jokes is joke can bring laughter to the people who are listening or watching especially when people around us feel sad, are in a serious mood or have a problem. Joke means to amuse and make people laugh. Based on Cole (2013:23) , laughter is the best medicine. Laughter also prevents heart disease, low stress and anxiety levels dramatically, and enhances our resilience to harsh situations.
In this research, the researcher analyzed joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. It was comedy movie in 2016. According to D'Alessandro (2016:90), Ghostbusters 2016 includes on top 10 films and notables according to industry estimates for the weekend of July 15-17. It is also reboot Ghostbusters 2. According to Asih (2016:45) , Ghostbusters 2016 includes on top 10 popular movies in 2016 version IMDb. Ghostbusters 2016 movie is different with Ghostbusters 2, all the actors are woman in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. This movie tells about struggle of woman in catching the ghosts and rescuing the country from the ghosts with funny action and jokes.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Sociolinguistics is concerned with investigating the relationship between language and society with the goal being a better understanding of the structure of language and how languages function in communication (Wardhaugh, 2006: 13) . Sociolinguistics is also study of the ways people use language in social interaction.
In using language in conversation, speaker and listener must understand each other and make their conversation is not bored. If speaker can dominate the conversation by using funny words, it can make the hearer feel enjoyment and the speaker can get more attention from the hearer. Through joke, the conversation between listener and hearer become more interesting, lively and spirited.
Joke can be found everywhere. It can appear in novel, movie or in everyday conversation (Giusti & Budiharjo, 2015: 11) . Based on Martin (2013: 38) , a joke is something people do or say that will bring laughter to the people who are watching. In joke, there are verbal and non verbal. Verbal joke is jokes communication by using spoken words and it is mostly face-to-face or written with the use of language as a means. Meanwhile, non verbal joke is jokes communication by using visual cues such as using body language, gestures and facial expressions. Laughter is the best medicine and in order to provoke laughter. A joke generally requires some relevant background knowledge in order to understand the humor (Yates & Hasmath, 2016: 1) . It means to understand jokes people have to know the background knowledge of the words or language that spoken. People would know whether it is joke or not can be seen based on joke theory by expert. Based on Meyer (2000: 310) , there are three theories of humor. They are relief theory, incongruity theory and superiority theory.
In this resaerch, the researcher only focused on lexical and syntax in analyzing forms of joke. Lexicon is the ability to use any word in a sentence requires knowledge of its lexical category. There are several ways to help identify the lexical category of a word. According to Richards and Schmidt (1985: 636) , word is the smallest of the linguistic unit which can occur on its own in speech or writing. Based on Carnie (2013: 48) , the word has some major classes such as noun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition and determiner.
Syntax is the study about phrases and sentences in language. According to Davidson (2003: 68) , a phrase is any group of two or more words that can occupy the same slot in sentence as a single word. According on Carnie (2013: 74) , the phrase has some classes. They are verb phrase, noun phrase, adverb phrase, adjective phrase and prepositional phrase. A sentence is a group of words that is used to make a statement, to ask a question, or to give an order or make a request (Davidson, 2003: 2) . There are kinds of sentence such as simple sentence, complex sentence, compound sentence, imperative sentence, exclamatory sentence, interrogative sentence and declarative sentence.
Based on Berger (1995: 14) , there are some functions of joke. They are: 1. Telling the joke helps build a sense of togetherness, helps integrate the teller and the listener into a group those listening to the joke. 2. Telling the joke is to amuse others, to be looked upon favorably as someone who has a sense of humor, who is amusing and entertaining.
We can say this about joke telling in general.
3. Telling joke is to establish more strongly, to firm up the teller's and listener's heterosexual identity, to demonstrate that one is normal by laughing at those who are supposedly not normal who are deviant. 4. Telling this joke can be seen as a functional alternative to hostile and perhaps even violent behavior. In this research, the functions of jokes were based on setting and participant. Setting is the place where people used jokes. It can be formal setting and informal setting. Participant is people that used jokes. Participants can be friend-friend, boss-workers, students-teacher. It means they are in close relationship or distant relationship (Holmes, 2013: 9) .
RESEARCH METHOD
In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative method. Based on Fraenkel and Wallen (2009: 422), qualitative research is research studies that investigate the quality of relationships, activities, situations, or materials. Qualitative research is a means for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem (Creswell, 2009: 4) .
In this research, there were two sources of the data in this research. They were primary source and secondary source. The primary source was taken from Ghostbusters 2016 movie with English subtitle and the secondary source was taken from books, journal, dictionary and articles from internet relate to this research.
In collecting the data, the researcher used documentation analysis for collecting the data. The process of collecting the data consisted of the following steps. First, the researcher watched Ghostbusters 2016 movie. Second, the researcher transcribed English subtitle of Ghostbusters 2016 movie into papers. The last, the researcher classified and transferred joke that used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie into the data sheet.
After data was collected, the researcher analyzed forms and functions of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. In analyzing the data, there were some steps were used by the researcher, they were identification, classification, reduction, description and conclusion.
FINDINGS
There were some findings in this research including the forms and the functions of joke were used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. The functions of joke were analyzed based on setting and participant.
The Forms of Joke Found in Ghostbusters 2016 Movie
The form of joke was focused on lexicon and syntax. They were words, phrases and sentences. Based on forms of joke were used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. There were kinds of word, phrase and sentence of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie.
The researcher had calculated the forms of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie, there were: 5 words, 7 phrases and 59 sentences. In word, there were three kinds of word found in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. They are proper noun (2 utterances), determiner (2 utterances), and uncountable noun (1 utterance). In phrase, there were three kinds of phrase found in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. They were noun phrase (1 utterance), prepositional phrase (2 utterances) and verb phrase (4 utterances). In sentences, there were five kinds of sentence. They were simple sentence (38 utterances), complex sentence (11 utterances), compound sentence (1 utterance), imperative sentence (6 utterances) and exclamatory sentence (3 utterances).
Among 3 forms of joke, sentence (simple sentence) was the most frequent used in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. The researcher found several kinds of forms of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie can be seen in the table below: From the table above, the researcher had calculated the total forms of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. There were some forms of joke as the most used in Ghostbusters 2016 movie: word 2 (proper noun and determiner), phrase 4 (verb phrase) and sentence 38 (simple sentence). Among 3 forms of joke, sentence (38 simple sentences) was the most frequent used in Ghostbusters 2016 movie.
Here are the examples of forms of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie including word forms, phrases, and sentences: 1. Word Forms
The following table presented word forms of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. From the table above, the researcher found phrase forms of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. There were three kinds of phrase. They were prepositional phrase, verb phrase and noun phrase.
Sentence Forms
The following table presented sentence forms of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. From the table above, the researcher found sentence forms of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. There were five kinds of sentence. They were simple sentence, complex sentence, compound sentence, imperative sentence and exclamatory sentence.
The Functions of Joke Found in Ghostbusters 2016 Movie
The functions of joke were used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie based on setting and participant. They are jokes to build sense of togetherness, jokes to amuse others and her/him self and jokes to hostile others with violent behavior and teasing.
From the movie the researcher found three functions of joke based on setting and participant in Ghostbusters 2016 movie can be seen in the table below: From the table above, the researcher had calculated the total functions of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. There were three functions of joke as the most used in Ghostbusters 2016 movie: jokes to build sense of togetherness in informal setting that were used in close relationship (10 jokes), jokes to amuse others and her/himself in informal setting that were used in close relationship (22 jokes) and jokes to hostile others with violent behavior and teasing in informal setting that were used in distant relationship (10 jokes).
DISCUSSION
There are two ways in communication namely communication by using language and gestures. Language is used in conversation. In conversation, speaker and hearer must understand each other and they have to make their conversation is not bored. If speaker can dominate the conversation by using funny words, it can make the hearer feel enjoyment and the speaker can get more attention from the hearer. Joke is one of the ways to make their conversation is not bored. According to Villevort (2014: 2) , jokes are part of our everyday language, it cannot be taken for granted that joke always understood correctly. Jokes is needed in conversation to make the conversation more interesting and enjoying.
Based on Meyer (2000: 310) , there are three theories of joke. They are relief theory, incongruity theory and superiority theory. Based on three theories of joke by Meyer, people will know whether it was joke or not and also whether it was funny or not. But if it included in three theories of joke, it was still joke based on Meyer"s theory. Based on Martin (2013: 38) , a joke is something people do or say that will bring laughter to the people who are watching. Jokes mean to amuse and make people laugh. A joke is an orderly sequence of sentences (written or spoken) working as a unit intentionally used by a speaker to amuse the hearer (Ahmadvand & Dastejerdi, 2013: 54) .
A joke generally requires some relevant background knowledge in order to understand the humor (Yates & Hasmath, 2016: 1) . It means to understand jokes people have to know the background knowledge of the words or language that spoken. Joke can be found everywhere. It may appear in novel, movie or in everyday conversation (Giusti & Budiharjo, 2015: 11) . In this research, the researcher analyzed jokes in movie. In movie, the most jokes was found in comedy movie. Comedy movie made people feeling enjoyble. Comedy movie was chosen in this research was Ghostbusters 2016 movie. In Ghostbusters 2016 movie, there were 71 jokes that were found. Mostly, jokes were used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie was unusual language and coarse language. That language made people laugh and surprised when they heard it.
In this research, the researcher analyzed forms and functions of joke. In forms of joke, the researcher focused on lexicon and syntax. Lexicon is the ability to use any word in a sentence requires knowledge of its lexical category. Syntax is the study about phrases and sentences in language.
The Forms of Joke Found in Ghostbusters 2016 Movie
The result of the data, there were three forms of joke in Ghostbusters 2016 movie based on linguistic form. They were word, phrase and sentence. According to Richards and Schmidt (1985: 639) , word is the smallest of the linguistic unit which can occur on its own in speech or writing. The most frequent word used was proper noun and determiner (2 jokes). Proper noun and determiner were used by the speakers because it was simple word that surprised others and reduced tension for someone who felt stress. For example: Sweetie. This joke used by Patty to reduce tension and surprise others when they heard it.
According to Davidson (2003: 68) , a phrase is any group of two or more words that can occupy the same slot in sentence as a single word. The most frequent phrase used was verb phrase (4 jokes). Verb phrase was used by the speakers because the speakers can insult and mock someone by using verb phrase. The speakers did not need complete sentence to mock and insult someone. They said the point directly. For example: "Hope this guy knows how to ride motorcycle". This joke used by Rowan. Rowan thought the guy (Kevin) cannot ride motorcycle. So, Rowan mocked and insulted Kevin directly without used complete sentence. It had been clear when Rowan said "Hope this guy knows how to ride motorcycle". Rowan were insulting Kevin and Rowan felt he can ride motorcycle than Kevin.
According to Davidson (2003: 2), a sentence is a group of words that is used to make a statement, to ask a question, or to give an order or make a request. Simple sentence was the most frequent sentence used by actor and actress in in Ghostbusters 2016 movie (38 jokes). Simple sentence was used by the speakers because the speakers can used joke by using some ways. It can be statement, ask questions and others. In simple sentence, the speakers surprised others by using funny statements. It can be positive sentence, negative sentence, interrogative sentence and unusual language that include in sentence. For Example: "Our president is a plant". This joke was used by Holtzmann. That statement surprised people surroundings because it was impossible if human was a plant or human became a plant. Human and plant were different each other.
According to Brandon (2014: 30), a simple sentence consists of one independent clause and no dependent clause. It may contain phrases and have more than one subject or verb. Sentences are used in four different ways for example to ask questions, to issue commands or to make exclamations (Lester & Beason, 2013: 37) . The most frequent way used in simple sentence was declarative sentence (25 jokes). Declarative sentences are used for making statements. Declarative sentences can be positive or negative (Lester & Beason, 2013: 37) .
The Functions of Joke Found in Ghostbusters 2016 Movie
Based on Berger (1995: 14) , there are some functions of joke. Functions of jokes were based on setting and participant. Setting is the place where people used jokes. It can be formal setting and informal setting. Participant is people that used jokes. Participants can be friend-friend, boss-workers, and student-teacher. It means they are in close relationship or distant relationship (Holmes, 2013: 9) . Every functions of joke were different meaning based on setting and participant. 1. Telling the joke helps build a sense of togetherness, helps integrate the teller and the listener into a group those listening to the joke. 2. Telling the joke is to amuse others, to be looked upon favorably as someone who has a sense of humor, who is amusing and entertaining. We can say this about joke telling in general.
3. Telling joke is to establish more strongly, to firm up the teller's and listener's heterosexual identity, to demonstrate that one is normal by laughing at those who are supposedly not normal who are deviant. 4. Telling this joke can be seen as a functional alternative to hostile and perhaps even violent behavior.
After analyzing Ghostbusters 2016 movie, the researcher found three functions of joke were used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie based on setting and participant; 1) jokes to build sense of togetherness with others in formal setting that was used in close relationship, in informal setting that was used in close relationship and in informal setting that was used in distant relationship, 2) jokes to amuse others and her/himself in formal setting that was used in distant relationship, in informal setting that was used in distant relationship, in formal setting that was used in close relationship and in informal setting that was used in close relationship, 3) jokes to hostile others with violent behavior and teasing in informal setting that was used in distant relationship, in formal setting that was used in distant relationship and in informal setting that was used in close relationship.
The most frequent functions of joke was used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie based on setting and participant; 1) jokes to build sense of togetherness in informal setting that was used in close relationship (10 jokes). For example: "Our president is a plant". This jokes was used by Holtzmann in answering Erin"s question. In this function, they used jokes to tighten their relationship more. They did not have limitation in using jokes because they had known each others. They were in close relationship. They also used jokes without thinking whether the joke was coarse or not because they had known how they used joke with people who were really close with them to build sense of togetherness (Holmes, 2013:9) , 2) jokes to amuse others and her/himself in informal setting that was used in close relationship (22 jokes). For example: "You were never invited! I need you out of the lab, so I can lock the door". This jokes used by Abby to ask Erin to get out from her lab because Abby wanted to go to Aldridge Mansion and lock the door, but Erin was in wrong perception. Erin thought that Abby asked her to go to Aldridge Mansion with Abby and Holtzmann. In this function, they used jokes to amuse people surroundings. The jokes were used by people who had close relationship because they had high solidarity (Holmes, 2013: 9 ). There were not embarrassed feeling in using taboo word, swear words and unusual language that can amuse people surroundings and they did not feel distant in using jokes, 3) jokes to hostile others with violent behavior and teasing in informal setting that was used in distant relationship (10 jokes). For example: "She thinks they're all doors". This joke was used by Ms. Lynch to Erin. They insulted Erin because Erin"s strange behavior so Ms. Lynch said "She thinks they're all doors". In this function, they used jokes to insult people who had distant relationship. They were braver to insult people who had distant relationship because they did not have bond in relationship (Holmes, 2013: 9) . In briefly, the most frequent function of joke was used by the speakers in "Ghostbusters 2016" movie was using jokes to amuse others and her/himself in informal in terms of close relationship because they did not feel distant each other in amusing by using jokes. They also did not have limitation in using jokes because they had known each other so they were free in using jokes and amusing others. They also had high solidarity each other so they were not shy or afraid in using taboo word, swear words and unusual language.
This research could be used as the material in teaching joke more deeply especially in understanding of joke. Those could make the student know how joke are used in society especially in learning process. The topic of the research was about forms and functions of joke in sociolinguistics. This research explained more about joke and it also explained about how people know whether it was joke or not by using Mayor"s theory of joke. So this result also can be used in teaching sociolinguistics and it can help the students know and understand more about joke.
CONCLUSION
The research aimed to describe the forms of joke and the functions of joke were used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie. After analyzed Ghostbusters 2016 movie, the researcher concluded this research as follows: The researcher found some kinds of forms of joke in movie transcription as follow: 5 words (proper noun, determiner, uncountable noun), 7 phrases (prepositional phrase, noun phrase, verb phrase), and 59 sentences (simple sentence, complex sentence, compound sentence, imperative sentence, exclamatory sentence). Among 3 forms of joke, simple sentence was the most frequent used in Ghostbusters 2016 movie.
There were three functions of joke were used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie: 1) joke to build sense of togetherness with others (15 jokes); 2) joke to amuse others and her/himself (37 jokes); 3) joke to hostile others with violent behavior and teasing (19 jokes). The most frequent functions of joke were used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie based on setting and participant: 1) jokes to build sense of togetherness in informal setting that were used in close relationship (10 jokes); 2) jokes to amuse others and her/himself in informal setting that were used in close relationship (22 jokes); 3) jokes to hostile others with violent behavior and teasing in informal setting that were used in distant relationship (10 jokes). Among 3 functions of joke were used by the speakers in Ghostbusters 2016 movie based on setting and participant, using jokes to amuse others and her/him self in informal setting that were used in close relationship was the most frequent used in Ghostbusters 2016 movie.
